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Chapter 4
 “Don't Cheat On Me!”

     “We're live here at the Fifteenth Annual Admiral Davidson's Pilots Competition, 
brought to you by PakCo Delivery Corporation,” spoke the reporter fervently.  “The 
excitement is heating up here as the competitors enter the simulators.  The entire battle 
will be broadcast on the large screen in the center of the arena.  The objective of this 
competition is simple; destroy your competitors and be the last ship remaining.  This 
year, all eyes are on John, a cargo pilot who has fought his way into a competition that 
has excluded his kind for ten years.”
      “Frankly Steve...” started another reporter, but he was interrupted.
      “I'm not done, Fred!  Don't interrupt me!,” barked Steve.
      “I'm terribly sorry...”
      “Relax, I'm just messing with you... go on.”
      “As I was saying,” continued Fred, “the rules committee had no choice but to let him 
in after he exposed a clause in the rule book stating that any pilot who can pass the 
preliminaries must be allowed to compete.”
      “That's right, and it has opened the door for others to join in as well.  In fact, there is 
another cargo pilot competing today, Sarah James.  Although she signed in late, her 
preliminary scores were extremely good.”
       The excitement of the air was penetrated by a loud whistle like sound that overcame 
all other noises.
       “And that whistle indicates the beginning of the competition,” announceed the 
reporter named Fred.
       On the giant screen, stretched out before the crowd, several ships suddenly 
appeared.  The game was virtual; none of the ships were actually real so nobody would 
actually die.  It was all a simulation.  However to the pilots it all felt and looked 
incredibly real and for the next hours they would forget that it wasn't.  Laser began to fly 
and ships tore across the screen.  A green triangular ship bore down upon a trapezoid 
shaped blue one, it's weapons fired rapidly.  The blue ship rocked back and forth trying 
to escape the onslaught, but failed.  A ball of flames engulfed and it was gone!
     “Oh!” yelled the reporter named Stephen, “Stefan Carlos is taken out immediately!
     “Well that's a shame,” replied Fred.  “He barely got a chance to play.”
     The battle raged on before them on the giant view screen.  Ships fought violently 
across the imaginary space with explosions brightening the screen at every angle.
     Stephen continued to inform the audience, “Each competitor programs the simulator 



with the ship of his choice, within a set of guidelines of course, and then plugs in his 
own tactical computer.”
     John had programmed in a ship that looked like the front part of the Delta V with 
wings and weapons added on.  He called it the Delta V Mini.  He and Delta pursued a 
gray fighter jet style ship that swerved wildly to avoid their shots.
      “Hang in there; we've almost got him!” exclaimed the Delta V computer.
      “Can you give me a little more speed,” replied John.
      “Yea.”
      The Delta V Mini increased its speed and locked onto the gray fighter and it 
exploded in a ball of flames!  John and Delta cheered at their victory.
     “And John scores his first hit of the game while taking out Nathan Allyson,” 
announced Fred.
     “But watch out John,” added Stephen, “here comes the reigning champion, Douglas 
Collinger!”
     “In five years, nobody as ever so much as laid a scratch on Douglas' ship,” continued 
Fred.
      Douglas' ship bared down on the Delta V Mini with every weapon it had blaring out 
destruction.  But John's pilot skills were superior, and he skillfully guided the Delta V 
Mini through the weapon's storm without a single hit!
      “Well, I'll be!” exclaimed Stephen.  “Douglas can't seem to get a hit on John.  John's 
got some fancy maneuvering going on!”
      The Delta V Mini circled around and then flipped over and was suddenly behind 
Douglas' ship!  John fired!  The shot plunged straight into the center of Douglas' ship!
      “Incredible!” shouted Fred.  “John actually hit Douglas' ship on the first try!” He 
paused.  “No wait, the computer says he missed.”
      “It sure looked like a direct hit,” added Stephen.  “It makes you wonder if the 
program is running correctly.”
      “Looks like he's trying to go for a second shot!”
      The Delta V Mini flew circles around Douglas' ship, slamming shot after shot into its 
haul!  Douglas was trapped!  He couldn't get out of John's weapon's fire.
      “Wow!” exclaimed Stephen.  “There can be no mistake this time; that was a hit!”
      “Unbelievable!” added Fred.  “The computer still isn't registering it as a hit!”
       Suddenly everything on the screen froze and the battle became still and lifeless.
      “The game has been paused,” explained Stephen.  “John is challenging the 
computer's ruling.”
       “And I can't believe my ears,” shouted Fred. “The judges are agreeing with the 
computer!  They say it was a miss!”
      Suddenly the screen flashed back to life and the battles continued.  John swung Delta 
V Mini around and continued to stay on Douglas' tail, firing and firing shot after shot 
into his aft!  
      “Looks like Douglas is on the run as a frustrated John is out to make his point!” 
spoke Stephen.



      The Delta V Mini continued to pound Douglas' ship with torpedoes and lasers and 
missiles!  No matter what Douglas did he could not get out of Delta V Mini's targeting 
area.
      “I've never seen anything like this before!” exclaimed Fred. “John is pounding 
Douglas' ship left and right and still the computer has not registered a single hit.”
    Then, once again, the entire screen froze.  Lasers stopped in mid-space and ships 
suddenly hung lifeless on the screen.
     “Well, John is challenging the computer's ruling again,” announced Stephen.  “Surely 
the judges have to agree with him this time.”
     “Amazingly, they have not!” yelled Fred.  “And what's more, the judges have warned 
John that if he pauses the game again they will remove him from the competition!”
     “He's cheating!” proclaimed Delta, as if a computer would know about such things. 
“And they are letting him get away with it!”
     “Not for long!” replied John.  “I have a plan.  Can you patch me through to the other 
pilots?”
     “Of course I can! Easy as pie!”
     “Do it!”
     “It's done!”
     “Hello everyone, this is John.  Surely everyone has noticed by now that Douglas is 
cheating...”
     “He always cheats!” yelled one of the pilots.
     “That's how he's won for the past four years,” added another pilot.  “He's not actually 
all that good!”
      “I noticed,” interjected John.
       Sarah James, the other cargo pilot added, “but the judges side with him... there's 
nothing we can do about it.”
      “Yes, there is,” replied John.  “We make a pack right now.  Until Douglas is out, we 
are a team.  We are going to blow so much fire onto his ship that they will have no 
choice but to remove him from the game!”
     “Okay, I'm in,” spoke the first pilot.
     “Me to!” replied another.
     “Count me in!” yelled Sarah James.
     One by one all the remaining pilots in the game made a pack to work together until 
the cheater was dealt with.  All four remaining ships grouped around Douglas' fighter 
and pounded it repeatedly from all sides.  The ship was barely visible over the constant 
explosions!
     “It appears that these guys are not going to let Douglas get away with it!” reported 
Stephen.
     “Yes, it looks like they have joined forces against him,” added Fred. “They are 
determined to make the judges acknowledge Douglas' defeat.”
     “And they are pounding his ship from every direction.  I can't see any way the judges 
can ignore this.”



     “And yet, they appear to be doing just that.”
     “Yea, I'm afraid we've got some very obvious corruption going on here today!”
    Lasers tore across the imaginary space into brilliant explosions and torpedoes ripped 
into the haul of Douglas' ship.  The attack was a nonstop slaughter into the cheater's 
vessel.  It went on for several minutes.  Two of the pilots were shot down by Douglas 
during the onslaught, but John and Sarah James continue bombarding him with 
everything they had.  For ten minutes it continued and still the computer refused to 
proclaim Douglas as defeated!  Then suddenly everything stopped cold.
     “Enough!” The voice was full of anger as it echoed across the arena.  The simulators 
shut down and the pilots climbed out.
     “Players and Judges! Front and Center!” demanded the booming voice, which 
belonged to Admiral Davidson.  “I was watching this at home when something occurred 
to me... you are making a mockery of my competition!  Lieutenant Douglas you are 
hereby stripped of your titles from the past four years of this competition, and there will 
be a military investigation into your behavior.
    “Judges; obviously you are fired, and I will see to it that you never, ever judge another 
event again!
    “Now John, I thank you for exposing this fraud and organizing this team work.  The 
way you brought all the pilots together showed excellent leadership.  Both Sarah and 
you have shown excellent piloting skills, and you two were the last pilots remaining.  In 
light of the events of today, I am declaring you both the best pilots in the galaxy, and you 
will each receive a life-time unlimited flight permit.”
     “Thank you, sir,” spoke Sarah and John in unison.
     “No,” replied the Admiral, “Thank you.”  He saluted them and they saluted back.


